
P E I W E N  L U 0
A Web developer 

ABOUT ME 
My background is in applied linguistics working in
education and I enjoy using educational technology to
facilitate learning. It turns out that I am passionate in
coding and I am excited to work in an awesome company
where I can contribute in a meaningful way and work with
other creatives to make people's life easier, as well as
growing into a full-stack developer.  

SKILLS AND ABILITIES
•  Programming Languages: JavaScript, HTML5, CSS3, 
 TypeScript, PHP, SQL (MySQL)
•  Libraries and Frameworks:  jQuery, React.js, Node.js,
Boostrap, Express, Sequelize ORM
•  Tools and Platforms: Git, Heroku, Cloudinary, Zeplin
•  Design:  Adobe XD

WEB PROJECTS

React to-do list

PHP message board

Twitch project 

A website for clients to book their tables on the date and
time they want. Admin can edit menu and manage
customers' booking. Utilise React hook for front-end and
Node.js as server-side where REST API is implemented 
 by Express. Deployed to Heroku. 

A simple React web application for creating a list of to-do
tasks. Users can mark the tasks as done and they can also
delete them. Tasks can be saved into and retrieved from
local storage.

This is a website where users can leave their message
when they login. They can also edit and delete their own
message. Admin has more access such as managing all
users' posts as well as their permission. Database is
MySQL.

Using Twitch API, this website displays 20 livestream
profile pictures of the top 5 games on Twitch.

Restaurant booking website 

CERTIFICATES

University of Michigan 2020 

Introduction to User Experience Principles and
Processe
Understanding User Needs

Udemy 2020-2021

The Complete Web Developer in 2021: Zero to
Mastery

peiwenluobo.tw      0738-025-4141      contact@peiwenluobo.tw     in /peiwen-luo18      github.com/Pei-wen-code

EDUCATION

Tamkang University 2010-2014 

Master of Arts in English (GPA: 3.8) 

University College London 2018-2019 

PGCE Languages 

Lidemy  2020.06-2020.12

Participated in a 6-month long, 40 hrs/week web
development mentorship programme strengthen
knowledge of hard programming skills in  front-end
and back-end. Build several projects listed at the
right. 

INTERESTS 
Travelling, ukulele, surfing, swimming, reading, cooking,
plants, latte art, philosophy and psychology 

Freelancer

Taught Mandarin to GCSE level and Spanish to KS3 
 Passionate in educational technology for facilitating
learning experience
Prepared and delivered engaging lessons 
Organised whole-school cultural events and cross-
departmental off-curriculum day

Web developer 2021.06 - present

Teacher of Languages 2017 - present 

WORK EXPERIENCE 


